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Get ready for the new drama Midnight, Texas on NBC with the first book in Charlaine

HarrisÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ paranormal mystery series about a small town where only outsiders fit in...Welcome

to Midnight, Texas, a town with many boarded-up windows and few full-time inhabitants, located at

the crossing of Witch Light Road and the Davy highway. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a pretty standard dried-up

western town.ThereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a pawnshop with three residents. One is seen only at night.

ThereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a diner, but people stopping there tend not to linger. ThereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a newcomer,

Manfred Bernardo, who just wants to work hard and blend in. But Manfred has secrets of his own...
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I really enjoyed this book and will be buying the next one. I do want to say when i was buying the

kindle version it said length was '2 ' pages, i knew this was probably an error , BUT I have been

fooled before thinking I'm paying for a full length novel and have gotten a 50 page novella. If anyone

else seen this and was wondering, yes it's a full novel ( not sure exact number of pages) yes 2



pages is a typo. Hope this helps if someone else was wondering.

I haven't read the Sooki Stackhouse novels, and I disliked True Blood, but I sort of liked the 2017

short television series, Midnight, Texas, so I picked up this book.It is a decent, entertaining read,

slow in places and a little saccharine at times, but engrossing enough to keep me turning the pages.

For those who have seen the television series, please understand that there are major plot and

character departures between the show and the book. For example, Manfred and Creek are about

four years younger in the book than in the series, Lem is white, we haven't seen hide nor hair of

Manfred's grandma, etc. Strangely, I think these differences favor the series over the book.It is

apparent that author Charlaine Harris loves her "blink and you'll miss it small town" and its oddball

characters. The characters are nice to a fault. There is Fiji, the witch, and Bobo, the pawn shop

owner, and Manfred, the newcomer to town with his internet fortune telling scam, and Lem and

Olivia who live in the pawn shop, and, of course, Mr. Snuggles, the talking cat, who scores the best

lines in the book when he refers to Fiji, his owner, as his "feeder." For those who have seen the

series, understand that the book takes its time in developing the characters and story lines, and

everyone has a storyline. It seems that the three book collection, of which Midnight Crossroads is

the first, have probably been trimmed to fit in the eight episode series.The story line of this book

follows Bobo dealing with the disappearance of his fiance, the discovery of her body, efforts to solve

the mystery, the unrequited romances of Manfred and Creek and Fiji and Bobo, and the intrusion of

the White Supremacists who seem to think that Bobo has a legendary stockpile of weapons. The

story moves along at a sedate place, but it moves along.Harris's view of small town Texas was fairly

odd. It was like a little bit of Hollywood transplanted in the parched Texas lonely, but there was a

witch store selling witch stuff and giving lessons in Goddess-worship, and beauty salon run by a

homosexual couple, and a diner that seemed to be doing all right. I had to wonder how these

specialized businesses were staying afloat, even if the more populated town of Davey was only ten

miles up the road. Harris seemed to go for "cute" in her special characters, such as Chuy and Joe

walking their Pekinese dog. She also goes for strangely politically correct characters in rural Texas,

for example, Fiji teaches Goddess-worship, Bobo's biggest fear is that he will be mistaken for a

White Supremacist, and two of the fourteen citizens of this hamlet are gay. It's not that it couldn't

happen, but all at once? In one small town? Which is not a college town near Austin?But these are

nits. The story is going for a sense of magic and it mostly accomplishes that. I liked the story and

while I have not completely decided, I am inclined to get the next story.



It's a bit on the down side. But Charmaine has well developed characters. I'm entranced by the

show, but could wait for the next one to be on Hulu, so I sneaked ahead. They DO NOT follow each

other exactly. Which was nice and infuriating. I will continue with the series.

Good story with great characters, but limited plot. Maybe there are more books in the series as

Harris usually does. I admit I began watching the TV show before reading this and there are

significant differences. I do like both.

Love Charmaine! Read all the books (so far?) in this series..The TV show took it and ran away with

it..but it is great! Great characters and plot. Very enjoyable

Great new book of hers, as to be expected! I love all her books and always look forward to her new

ones.

It was a little slow in the beginning but once it started it had a good story and character

development.

Cannot read this book fast enough! I'm going to have to get the other two books! Great story, great

characters!
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